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ABSTRACT

Keyword: Change Life Social Society Sumbawa

Change that in society social life one of them influenced by mining industrial development PT. Newmont where does mining industrial growth many bring influence towards village society social life change Beru, values, norms, culture and moral a society disagree with custom and society habit Sumbawa.

Watchfulness is done at village Beru district Jereweh regency Sumbawa Barat NTB. this village is one of [the] village majority the citizen works at indrustri mining. This watchfulness aim detects to how social life change form that in village society Beru and analyze society attitude towards mining industrial existence PT. Newmont and how does effortss that done village society Beru towards mining industrial existence PT. Newmont

Method that used in this watchfulness qualitative descriptive watchfulness. for data taking technique covers interview exhaustively, observation, towards local society. as to data taking technique covers data rediction, data presentation, and conclusion withdrawal.

This watchfulness result shows assorted change in society 1. structure change in society has liked to change it society job from at first as farmer/garden this time a lot be employee at mining PT. Newmont, and also new institutions creation in society, 2. economy condition change and 3. education change. as to change forms that in village society life Beru cover 1. society social culture change a). culture art change b). life style change c). parents regulation change.

Change this watchfulness shows assorted in change that in village society life Beru, this doesn't quit of mining industrial existence PT. Newmont at regency. Sumbawa west which changes that in society many deviate from rules or existing values in society Samawa. so supposed to all related sides, either from government, also company, to always hold a how disenchant society for alive with Sejahterah and can get conditon without do deeds that can harm self and also necessary elucidation existence for society about the important alive bersosialisasi deliver society fellow.